dation, respectively. Mutations in miR-16 that abolish the ARE complementarity also abolish its effect on mRNA stability. Not all ARE-containing mRNAs respond to changes in miR-16 levels, and even the miR-16-respon-
Hence, miR-16 is certainly not the whole story but instead represents another layer on the alaligned 3#-UTRs from four sequenced mammalian genomes and identified >100 conserved sequence motifs. ready well-developed tale of ARE function. miR-16 is also required for ARE-directed mRNA instability in huIncluded in this set were 72 sequences capable of forming 6-8 base pair "seed" duplexes with the 5# ends mans, which may be especially significant in light of the observation that the gene encoding miR-16 resides of nearly half of the known human miRNAs. The entire set of 8 nt 3#-UTR motifs was used to search for genowithin a chromosomal region that is deleted or otherwise downregulated in a majority of patients with B cell mic sequences bearing the hallmarks of miRNA genes whose products could recognize the motifs, and the chronic lymphocytic leukemia (Calin et al., 2002). AREs are often found in transcripts that encode cell proliferasearch yielded many previously known miRNA genes. Tantalizingly, the analysis also found 129 novel miRNA tion factors (e.g., c-fos, GM-CSF, TNF-α, IL-6, and IL-8); perhaps stabilization of some of those transcripts in the gene candidates. Twelve of these were randomly selected for further analysis, and the authors found exabsence of miR-16 contributes to the uncontrolled proliferation that defines the disease.
perimental evidence that six of these express functional miRNAs, despite the fact that expression was The list of silencing mechanisms that are available to miRNAs has also expanded into the realm of transcriptested in a limited number of cell types. 
, 2004 and references therein). This is associated with meiotic abnormalities and aggregation of Ste

